Emergency Fire and Evacuation Drill on 28.6.2019
ERT arrived at Guardhouse

Evacuation route is clear

Main assembly area with signages displayed

Arrival of BOMBA Officers
ACTIVATION OF FIRE ALARM AND EVACUATION SIREN

Fire “happened” and alarm activated. Location of fire shown in Mimic Diagram - A Block.

ERT rush to the fire location – A Block.

Activation of evacuation siren by Electrical section

Safety Officer receiving call from Bomba
DURING THE EMERGENCY EVACUATION DRILL

Employees evacuating from their sections

Employees walking towards the Main Assembly Area

Reporting of evacuees from various sections

Evacuees gathered at Main Assembly Area
ANNOUNCEMENT, OPENING ADDRESS & DISPER SAL OF THE EMERGENCY EVACUATION DRILL

All sections have assembled.

Opening speech by Safety Personnel

Speech by Safety Chairman

Comment by BOMBA Officer, En. Farid

Speech by Managing Director

Drill ended by Safety Call ‘Zero Fire! OK!’
Post-mortem meeting attended by Bomba officers, Safety Officer, and ERT. Bomba comment that overall evacuation drill was done in a systematic way.